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THE PROBLEMS with legislative scholarships, an egregious perk that allows lawmakers to give two four-year scholarships to any
state university each year, are well documented. Gov. Pat Quinn was right when he recently vetoed a half-hearted attempt to reform
the practice and instead demand that they be eliminated entirely.
The General Assembly should sustain Quinn’s veto and pass legislation to get rid of the scholarships altogether.
“A program that relies on the favor of a legislator rather than the merit of an applicant is not a program I can endorse,” Quinn said in
his veto message.
AMONG the problems with the scholarships:
* The legislature does not pay for them, leaving the universities to eat the cost. In 2009, the scholarships that were doled out cost
state universities $13.5 million a year.
* The University of Illinois gets hit hard by these scholarships. The Urbana-Champaign campus had to absorb $5.5 million in 2008
for more than 500 of the 1,509 scholarships that were granted that year, according to The Associated Press.
* Lawmakers have often used them to reward contributors. State Sen. Bill Brady, R-Bloomington, the Republican gubernatorial
nominee, gave a scholarship worth $24,000 to the daughter of a man who donated $12,000 to his campaigns, according to the AP.
Brady said he had nothing to do with the woman getting the scholarship and that it was awarded by a committee.
THE BILL Quinn vetoed would have barred lawmakers from giving the scholarships to people whose family was linked to a campaign
contribution within the past five years and barred family members of recipients from donating to the legislators who gave them the
award.
That may seem like a good step forward, but we believe it’s just too tempting for a few legislators not to reward people they favor. The
bill also doesn’t address the significant cost to universities at a time when the state — because of a General Assembly that refuses to
do its job and fix the Illinois’ budget problems — owes universities millions.
If legislators really want to help out those who want to go to college but cannot afford it, they ought to first start repairing the state’s
budget problem. Then, they should appropriate the same amount of money they steal from universities for legislative scholarships to
merit- and need-based scholarship programs that already exist.
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